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The C partition, with documents, photos, music and so on, is now almost full, whereas the D section, allocated
to data, is relatively empty. What is the best way to change the partition to give me more space on C? Chris
Rothwell Acer Aspire shipped with Windows Vista Home Premium, which includes partitioning software, so
the answer for you and Windows 7 users should be simple. This should bring up "Create and format hard disk
partitions" under Administrative Tools. Alternatively you can get to it via the Manage menu item by clicking
Storage then Disk Management. Can I repartition my hard disk? The Vista4beginners website has a good
guide to the process, with plenty of screen shots: However, you can only extend a partition into "contiguous
space" that comes after the partition that you want to expand. In other words, you can reduce the size of your
D: If necessary, you can delete the D: Note that deleting the D: Another complication is that laptops usually
have a hidden partition to provide a "recovery" feature, so that you can easily restore your PC to the factory
condition. Many geeks like to keep their data separate from the operating system. This makes it easier to make
backups of the data on the D: Unfortunately, many software companies base their easy installation routines on
the assumption that everything is going to go on the C: Nowadays, many Windows users have a few folders
that are full of relatively large files: If necessary, you can also move the My Documents folder. To do this,
right-click on the folder in Vista to get the Properties sheet and click on the tab marked Location; or in
Windows XP , right-click the My Documents folder on your desktop. This is the best way to move "special"
folders that are part of Windows. For example, you could create a folder called My Old Documents with
subdirectories for , and so on, or sort your files into more useful categories. Whether you decide to change
partition sizes or move a lot of files, this would be a good time to clean up your PC using some of the steps
described earlier this month in 10 steps to speed up a slow Windows PC. This article contains affiliate links,
which means we may earn a small commission if a reader clicks through and makes a purchase. All our
journalism is independent and is in no way influenced by any advertiser or commercial initiative. The links are
powered by Skimlinks. By clicking on an affiliate link, you accept that Skimlinks cookies will be set.
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Nov 9, How-to: There are many uses for cloning disks, including: Many other reasons may exist too, and
whatever reason you have to copy your drive, I will explain how I clone disks easily and quickly, using a slave
computer a server with plenty of disk space , exposed to the network from where I want to copy the disk, and a
Linux boot CD I usually use a CF-card with my CF-card reader instead, as it is easily disguised as a photo
holding card for my camera. You risk loosing all your data, you risk jail if the data is not your own , you risk
embarrasment. And you probably risk a lot more, but you have your own imagination to dream of that
yourself. Make sure it is connected to the network, and that DD and Netcat is installed and available to you.
Google is your friend! With your server ready, open up a terminal and find your local IP address by your
favorite method. I simpy issue ifconfig: I will need to know this when I want to connect from the laptop later.
This will be the door your slave will be expecting you to connect from your laptop. You can do that by using
fdisk or parted or gparted etc. Google is still your friend! Command to issue in your terminal: You may need
to issue your password too. The of switch of DD is to tell DD where to save the data. Google and MAN are
great friends here. Your slave is ready to take your data! Setting up the master Now that the slave is ready to
take your data and save them to the disk, it is time to prepare your master drive â€” the hard drive you would
like to clone. First, you need a startup device. So boot from the startup device you created, with your favorite
flavour of Linux. When the computer is up and running, check that you have network access to the other slave
computer by a simple ping. I always do simple checks like these before I go on doing heavier stuff, to reduce
the number of possible errors later. Again, you want to know the address to your hard drive. You are free to
use your tool of choice. Next thing to do is simply to issue the DD command, with a tube to Netcat. It looks
like this: The IP-address to the slave computer, and the port number we told it to listen on before. Now all you
need is to sit back and relax while the data preferrably yours are flying across the universe of bits and bytes!
Keep in mind that this may take some time. A lot of time, actually if you have some data. So go fetch a cup of
coffee, grab lunch, or just go home and come back tomorrow. Why would you need this? DD over network is
particularly interesting regarding forensics IMO. It also copies the data regardless of errors on the drive. And
most importantly, it leaves the original hard drive untouched, so it can still be used as evidence if ever needed.
Another bonus is that having the clone, you can leave the owner of the hard drive working as normal, while
you can examine the content in calmness. You may also do the clone to a USB drive, which is faster. This
comes in handy when on the road, or at a client location and your server has not been prepared. In my lab, on
the other hand, I prefer to use the network. Another use of this is to set up a clone of a system before you go
about testing stuff. Like checking out how virus function, how hacker tools work etc. And of course it is a
great way to steal data. If you do not realize what is going on under your nose, someone might be copying
drives at your place right now. Restoring a copy If you at some point need to restore your clone back to the
orriginal hard drive, you simply do the same, just changing the roles of the two computers â€” making the
slave into master, and the master to slave.
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Established as 67 Observation Group on 21 Aug Activated on 1 Sep Inactivated on 31 Mar Activated on 19
May Redesignated as 67 Tactical Reconnaissance Group on 22 Aug Inactivated on 28 Mar Activated on 25
Feb Inactivated on 1 Oct Redesignated as 67 Intelligence Group, and activated, on 1 Oct Leghorn, 11 May
unkn. Larson, 25 Jul ; Lt. Hilpert, 15 Aug ; Col Leon W. Allison, 20 Mar ; Col Horace A. Hanes, 22 Mar ; Col
Loren G. Andrews, Sep ; Col Robert R. Prior, Oct ; Col John G. Foster, ; Col Ralph F. Newman, 20 Oct ; Col
John C. Smith, 24 Nov ; Col John W. Benadom, 4 Oct ; Col Gerald J. Dix, 17 Dec Jun ; none not manned , 1
Jul-1 Oct Flew antisubmarine patrols along the east coast of the United States after the Japanese attacked
Pearl Harbor in Dec Began training in Jan for overseas duty. Moved to England, Aug-Oct , and trained there
for more than a year before beginning operations in Dec Flew artillery adjustment, weather reconnaissance,
bomb damage assessment, photographic reconnaissance, and visual reconnaissance missions. Earned a
Distinguished Unit Citation DUC for operations along the French coast, 15 Feb Mar , when the group flew at
low altitude in the face of intense flak to obtain photographs that aided the invasion of Europe. Flew weather
missions, made visual reconnaissance for ground forces, and photographed enemy positions to support the
Normandy campaign and later to assist First Army and other Allied forces in the drive to Germany. From Jan
to May , photographed dams on the Roer River in preparation for the ground offensive to cross the river, and
aided the Allied assault across the Rhine and into Germany. Returned to the United States, Jul-Sep
Inactivated in Mar Between May and Mar , flew reconnaissance and training missions, first in Virginia and
later in California. Made photographic reconnaissance of front lines, enemy positions, and installations; took
pre-strike and bomb damage assessment photographs; made visual reconnaissance of enemy artillery and
naval gun positions; and few weather missions. Earned an Air Force Outstanding Unit Award for the period 1
Dec Apr when, in the face of enemy opposition and adverse weather, the group performed reconnaissance
missions on a hour-a-day, 7-day-a-week basis to provide valuable intelligence for United Nations forces.
Returned to Japan at the end of Activated on 1 Oct Armed Forces Expeditionary Streamers. Air Force
Outstanding Unit Awards: Cited in the Order of the Day, Belgian Army: Republic of Korea Presidential Unit
Citation: Lineage, Assignments, Stations, and Honors through 8 May Commanders, Aircraft, Components,
and Operations through 1 Oct Supersedes statement prepared in Nov Group will use the wing emblem with
the group designation in the scroll. Prepared by John Lacomia.
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Bekker published two books on land locomotion. The books provided much of the theoretical base for future
lunar vehicle development. In early planning for the Apollo program , it had been assumed that two Saturn V
launch vehicles would be used for each lunar mission: All of the first Marshall studies were based on this
dual-launch assumption, allowing a large, heavy, roving vehicle. At about this same time Bendix and Boeing
started their own internal studies on lunar transportation systems. Ferenc Pavlics , originally from Hungary ,
used a wire-mesh design for "resilient wheels," a design that would be followed in future small rovers.
Following reviews of all earlier efforts, this resulted in a volume report. Any roving vehicle would have to fit
on the same Lunar Module as the astronauts. In November , two-rocket models were put on indefinite hold,
but Bendix and Boeing were given study contracts for small rovers. The name of the Lunar Excursion Module
was changed to simply the Lunar Module , indicating that the capability for powered "excursions" away from
a lunar-lander base did not yet exist. There could be no mobile lab â€” the astronauts would work out of the
LM. Marshall continued to also examine unmanned robotic rovers that could be controlled from the Earth.
From the beginnings at Marshall, the Brown Engineering Company of Huntsville, Alabama had participated in
all of the lunar mobility efforts. Eduardo San Juan, an immigrant from the Philippines who had led the earlier
study by Hayes International, joined Brown to lead the development. The selection of wheels was of great
importance, and almost nothing was known at that time about the lunar surface. The Marshall Space Sciences
Laboratory SSL was responsible for predicting surface properties, and Brown was also prime support
contractor for this lab; Brown set up a test area to examine a wide variety of wheel-surface conditions. On the
small test rover, each wheel had a small electric motor, with overall power provided by standard truck
batteries. A roll bar gave protection from overturn accidents. Marshall built a small test track with craters and
rock debris where the several different mock-ups were compared; it became obvious that a small rover would
be best for the proposed missions. The test vehicle was also operated in remote mode to determine
characteristics that might be dangerous to the driver, such as acceleration, bounce-height, and turn-over
tendency as it traveled at higher speeds and over simulated obstacles. Army Corps of Engineers at Vicksburg,
Mississippi. Later, when wire-mesh wheels were tested on low-g flights, the need for wheel fenders to reduce
dust contamination was found. The model was also extensively tested at the U. One of their findings was that
the LSSM was critical to a successful program and should be given major attention. Boeing, Bendix,
Grumman, and Chrysler submitted proposals. Following three months of proposal evaluation and negotiations,
Boeing was selected as the Apollo LRV prime contractor on 28 October Vehicle testing would take place at
the Boeing facility in Kent, Washington , and the chassis manufacturing and overall assembly would be at the
Boeing facility in Huntsville. Four lunar rovers were built, one each for Apollo missions 15, 16, and 17; and
one used for spare parts after the cancellation of further Apollo missions. Other LRV models were built: The
rover was first used on 31 July , during the Apollo 15 mission. This greatly expanded the range of the lunar
explorers. Previous teams of astronauts were restricted to short walking distances around the landing site due
to the bulky space suit equipment required to sustain life in the lunar environment. The range, however, was
operationally restricted to remain within walking distance of the lunar module, in case the rover broke down at
any point. Scientist-astronaut Harrison Schmitt of Apollo 17 said, "The Lunar Rover proved to be the reliable,
safe and flexible lunar exploration vehicle we expected it to be. Without it, the major scientific discoveries of
Apollo 15, 16, and 17 would not have been possible; and our current understanding of lunar evolution would
not have been possible. The dust thrown up from the wheel covered the crew, the console, and the
communications equipment. High battery temperatures and resulting high power consumption ensued. No
repair attempt was mentioned. Cernan and Schmitt taped the extension back in place, but due to the dusty
surfaces, the tape did not adhere and the extension was lost after about one hour of driving, causing the
astronauts to be covered with dust. For their second EVA, a replacement "fender" was made with some EVA
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maps, duct tape, and a pair of clamps from inside the Lunar Module that were nominally intended for the
moveable overhead light. This repair was later undone so that the clamps could be taken inside for the return
launch. The abrasion from the dust is evident on some portions of the makeshift fender. This allowed far better
television coverage of the EVA than the earlier missions. The camera operator in Mission Control experienced
difficulty in timing the various delays so that the LM ascent stage was in frame through the launch. On the
third and final attempt Apollo 17 , the launch and ascent were successfully tracked. Features and
specifications[ edit ] Eugene Cernan test drives the Apollo 17 lunar rover shortly after unloading it from the
LM The Apollo Lunar Roving Vehicle was an electric-powered vehicle designed to operate in the low-gravity
vacuum of the Moon and to be capable of traversing the lunar surface, allowing the Apollo astronauts to
extend the range of their surface extravehicular activities. The mission commander served as the driver,
occupying the left-hand seat of each LRV. Features are available in papers by Morea, [14] Baker, [19] and
Kudish. The frame was 10 feet 3. The height of the vehicle was 3. The frame was made of aluminium alloy
tubing welded assemblies and consisted of a three-part chassis that was hinged in the center so it could be
folded up and hung in the Lunar Module Quadrant 1 bay, which was kept open to space by omission of the
outer skin panel. It had two side-by-side foldable seats made of tubular aluminium with nylon webbing and
aluminum floor panels. An armrest was mounted between the seats, and each seat had adjustable footrests and
a Velcro -fastened seat belt. A large mesh dish antenna was mounted on a mast on the front center of the rover.
The suspension consisted of a double horizontal wishbone with upper and lower torsion bars and a damper
unit between the chassis and upper wishbone. Wheels and power[ edit ] Close-up of wheel showing chevron
treads The wheels were designed and manufactured by General Motors Defense Research Laboratories in
Santa Barbara, California. Inside the tire was a Dust guards were mounted above the wheels. Each wheel had
its own electric drive made by Delco, a direct current DC series-wound motor capable of 0. Each wheel could
free-wheel in case of drive failure. Maneuvering capability was provided through the use of front and rear
steering motors. Each series-wound DC steering motor was capable of 0. LRV batteries and electronics were
passively cooled, using change-of-phase wax thermal capacitor packages and reflective, upward-facing
radiating surfaces. While driving, radiators were covered with mylar blankets to minimize dust accumulation.
When stopped, the astronauts would open the blankets, and manually remove excess dust from the cooling
surfaces with hand brushes. Control and navigation[ edit ] Lunar Rover diagram. Webb A T-shaped hand
controller situated between the two seats controlled the four drive motors, two steering motors, and brakes.
Moving the stick forward powered the LRV forward, left and right turned the vehicle left or right, and pulling
backwards activated the brakes. Activating a switch on the handle before pulling back would put the LRV into
reverse. Pulling the handle all the way back activated a parking brake. The control and display modules were
situated in front of the handle and gave information on the speed, heading, pitch, and power and temperature
levels. Navigation was based on continuously recording direction and distance through use of a directional
gyro and odometer and feeding this data to a computer that would keep track of the overall direction and
distance back to the LM. There was also a Sun-shadow device that could give a manual heading based on the
direction of the Sun, using the fact that the Sun moved very slowly in the sky. Usage[ edit ] Each rover was
used on three traverses, one per day over the three-day course of each mission, with the individual
performances logged as follows:
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History Southern Terminus Northern Terminus Routing Joining the desert southwest with the intermountain
west, Interstate 15 provides a major link between the interior of Canada, several transcontinental east-west
corridors, Southern California, and Mexico. Between these destinations, I is an extremely busy highway,
frequently backing up on holiday weekends in the Mojave Desert. There the route splits with Interstate former
IE at Murrieta. Long straight aways become the norm as Interstate 15 advances northeast to Barstow and
across the Mojave Desert. Some elevation changes remain along the route, such as where the freeway drops
into Cronise Valley or passes between the Soda Mountains. Now heading more northerly, Interstate 15
progresses through Ivanpah Valley by the dry Roach Lake between Primm on the state line and Jean. Heavy
traffic is common along this stretch during weekends with traffic heading between Los Angeles and Las
Vegas. I swings northward again into Paradise Valley and the south suburbs of Las Vegas. The freeway
increases in both traffic and capacity, eventually reaching the Las Vegas Strip while en route to Downtown.
Interstate 15 enters Utah at Big Valley and quickly approaches the growing city of St. George includes a
Business Loop for I, which serves the city center to the north and west of the freeway. Smaller cities in Utah
along I include Beaver, Fillmore, Holden, Scipio and Nephi as the freeway varies in terrain through valley,
canyon and hillsides. North of Juab Valley, Interstate 15 lowers into an agricultural area through a series of
cities starting with Santaquin and culminating with Provo and Orem. The freeway stays in urban or suburban
settings for the majority of the drive northward into Salt Lake City and Ogden. Overlaps along the route
include ones with I and I Advancing from there, I parallels the Snake River through mostly agricultural areas
to Idaho Falls. Sparsely populated lands lie north from there as the freeway extends to Targhee National Forest
and the ascent to the Continental Divide and Montana. The bulk of the route through Montana directly
overlaid U. Interstate 15 varies between mountainous terrain and plateaus with farmland through to Silver
Bow. An eight-mile overlap takes I along side Interstate 90 east to Butte. The freeway resumes a northern
heading on the east side of the city through Deerlodge National Forest. A winding stretch takes I east to
Boulder and Boulder Valley, where the route straightens out and again turns north to the capital city of
Helena. There hidden I spurs into the city. A northwestern turn then takes I from Great Falls to Vaughn. The
remainder of the route is rural, as the freeway traverses Teton Ridge en route to Shelby, Sweetgrass and the
Canadian Border. Parallel and Historical U. Remnant original sections of U. For much of its journey, Interstate
15 replaced U. Interstate 15 meets old U. Since western states generally do not maintain frontage or parallel
service roads as state highways, U. Sections of old U. One large extant segment of Old U. For the brief portion
of U. As a result, this tiny section is all that remains of U. For many years, the freeway south of Interstate 8
was incomplete, with California 15 following 40th Street, a city street, through the Mid-City of San Diego.
With the completion of the California 15 Freeway in January , Interstate 15 is planned for extension to meet
Interstate 5 in Barrio Logan. This interchange may be reconstructed as part of a project to add Express Lanes
along California If approved, the project completion date is slated for This was revised from on the February
Project Fact Sheet. Plans previously called for upgrading this interchange, along with the removal of left exits
and blind merges, by and later beyond A transit corridor under construction along the freeway median of
California 15 in San Diego included sign replacements made by June The new signs continue to reference the
freeway as a state route: History California Prior to , Interstate 15 ended at Interstate 10 in San Bernardino,
following what is now the northern extent of I Through Southern California, Interstate 15 was originally
proposed southward only to Interstate 10 in the San Bernardino vicinity. Extension of the route south to San
Diego was included in the 1, mile Interstate system expansion legislation of The extension superseded the
southernmost extent of U. The bulk of Interstate 15 through California was constructed in the s, with
exceptions being across the Mojave Desert, where the freeway was constructed as early as from East Baker
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Exit to Cima Road Exit Through San Bernardino and Rancho Cucamonga, the route of I defaulted as the
mainline of I until the section from California 91 to California 60 opened to traffic on February 28, Interstates
15 and 15E The initial planned alignment for I took the route directly south from the junction with I at Colton
on the ridge between Reche Canyon and Pigeon Pass and then descend from the Box Springs Mountains near
the present eastbound split of Interstate and California 60 to overtake U. This proposal was short lived due to
the presence of unstable compressed sandstone. Instead the freeway was rerouted to the west through less
rocky terrain. The alignment converged with U. Potential impacts to the UCR community led to the
cancellation of this proposal by as well. With significantly less impacts, the alignment extended north from
Corona through eastern Ontario and northeast around the Lower Lytle Creek Range to meet Interstate 15 at
Devore in Cajon Canyon. The reroute of I to the west shaved about 23 minutes off the Los Angeles to Las
Vegas routing by eliminating the loop east into San Bernandino. The south end of California 31 also tied into
the proposed California 71 freeway south of Corona, ten miles of which was already constructed to Lake
Elsinore. Overall the western alignment of I was ten miles longer than the planned course south of San
Bernardino, but was otherwise well received. It was thought that the section previously received chargeable
Interstate funds, but a perusal of records indicated that the segment between I and 5th Street U. Only the
segment north of there was part of chargeable construction. Negotiations between the state and FHWA led to
an agreement where California would wave any rights to Interstate maintenance or construction funds for the
old I segment between Devore and I in exchange for full funding of the new alignment using the SR 31 and
SR 71 corridor. Construction followed in spring on the systems interchange at Devore and initial alignment
leading southwest. Officials countered with a plan to renumber the western route as Interstate 15W while
recommissioning the U. They approved IE as a temporary designation for the route southeast from Devore to I
and it was posted by late This opened the door extending IE south along U. With backing from the local
Congressional delegation, IE was signed in place of U. This mileage sign was located along Perris Boulevard
south just before the junction with SR 74 in Perris. Renumbering Interstate 15E was proposed circa by
Caltrans. The state opted for , which was previously applied to an urban surface-street connector in Pomona
until its deletion in During that time, the route was mostly limited access, with at-grade intersections
remaining between Sun City and Perris and from Perris to California Temporary Interstate signs were no
longer used by then and instead the non-freeway portions were signed with trailblazers for I along northbound
and with SR shields southbound. The freeway was initially not a part of the state highway system. Following
the extension of Interstate 15 south into San Diego County, Wabash Boulevard was considered as the
southernmost segment of the route. Known by most locals as "the 15", Wabash Boulevard was eventually
upgraded to Interstate standards between Interstate 5 and California 94 through the removal of some on-ramps
and addition of longer acceleration ramps. The final section of Interstate 15 to open was the bypass of
Plymouth, Utah, which opened to traffic on November 20, Interchanges at each end of the overlap with I were
also upgraded and all bridges and overpasses in the project area were replaced. Work was completed on May
14, in preparation for the Olympic Winter Games. Work on the freeway through Wolf Creek Canyon
commenced in Overall construction of Interstate 15 in Montana wrapped up in with expansion of the Super 2
freeway along a seven mile section south of Dillon.
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At came, "Two thirds of the town is in our hands. Streets littered with more than enemy dead. The next few
weeks were spent mopping up the area west of the Roer and sending patrols across the river to the enemy-held
east shore. Then, as all the world knows, the Germans launched their heavy offensive which struck south of
the th sector. While the fighting in the Bulge waxed and finally waned, the division waited word for the drive
to the Rhine and Cologne. Orders came in late February and Timberwolves ripped all the way to Cologne
within 11 days to climax its second campaign that had begun March 22 near Aachen. Proof of sound training
was evident. A late starter, the division was contributing vitally to the defeat of the Wehrmacht. The th was
whelped back in as an infantry division of organized reserves to draw its personnel from Idaho, Montana,
Utah, Wyoming and Nevada.. Charles Livingstone Bull designed the now famed shoulder patch in , the same
year that the th began calling itself the Timberwolf division. Came World War II and reserve units were
activated. The th waited awhile â€” then, Sept. Men came from every corner of the nation to join the division
in December. With the men came the rains. During that wet Oregon winter, fillers became soldiers, sloshing
through mud the like of which was to greet them later in France, Belgium, Holland and Germany.
Mid-summer , the th moved to the high desert of Oregon for division and Corps maneuvers. After taking
preliminary desert training in the California-Arizona Maneuver Area, the th paused briefly at Granite, Calif.
For the next three months, Timberwolves developed the tricks of night fighting. Excitement of going overseas
mounted throughout July. Destination guesses ranged from Inner Mongolia to the docks at Hoboken.
Transportation was to be by dog sled, glider, roller skates, and, of course, by foot. The blue chips went down
Aug. The th and th were recalled from the field. Trips averaged four days and featured poker, blackjack,
"calihoostics," engine grime and heat. With the embarkation hour set, Timberwolves rolled their 12 long tons
of equipment into horseshoe rolls, packs, duffle bags and pockets, then marched to trains taking them to ferries
and finally aboard ship. Life aboard ship was easy and lazy in the clear, balmy weather. When the ship rolled,
some boys lost their lunches; when the bones rolled, others regretted their hunches. The destination was
unknown, but latrine pilots had the division landing in Liverpool, Glasgow, Calcutta and Providence, R. One
guess did click â€” Cherbourg â€” and the th became the first American troops to land there directly from the
States. The division moved on to a staging area where it awaited its first assignment. At Barneville,
provisional truck companies composed of more than Timberwolves helped roll the famed "Red Ball" as it
performed miracles of supply. Under the supervision of the artillery, including drivers from every unit, these
truck companies earned the praise of Lt. Lee, who wrote Gen. The superb performance you, your officers,
your men and your trucks have given us will always be remembered as a great service in time of great need.
The magnificent manner in which you went about and have completed your mission reflect highest credit to
the th and its Commander who never fails. Our devoted best wishes go with you After a short stay at
Barneville, the Wolves shoved off again â€” anxious, ready to begin their prowl. It was in Belgium where the
th first met the Germans. This shortened supply line was instrumental in bringing Nazis to defeat.
Timberwolves played a vital role in wresting control of the great seaport from the foe. Thrown into the thick
of the fight near the Netherlands border, in a land as flat as a billiard table and criss-crossed with innumerable
canals, the division went to work. There began the "Battle of the Dikes. Wolves dug in on a line near
Wustwezel facing the mighty Maas River, 22 miles to the north, after relieving the British 49th Division.
Originally assigned a defensive role that was to last only a few hours, the division instituted vigorous
patrolling. The first PW was captured by a Co. E, th, patrol led by Lt. It was a chill, overcast day as the
regiments mudded toward Holland, meeting only slight resistance and chalking up a considerable advance. By
nightfall, the division had crossed the Netherlands frontier, and preparations were made for the first of attacks
which were to gain the Timberwolves their impressive reputation as night fighters. While the th FA battered
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the enemy, th doughs squished forward just before midnight. L, inched within six feet of a chattering machine
gun that pinned down his squad. Firing point blank with his BAR, Tipton silenced it. First and 2nd Bns.
Although casualties were suffered as intense machine gun fire sprayed its front and flanks and mortars and 88s
rained down incessantly, 2nd Bn. To the left, the th carved a yard salient. As the th right-hooked Zundert, the
th jabbed the center and the th uncorked a powerful left. The th sped toward Breda, swallowing Rijabergen,
while the th in a fast-moving and deadly night strike stormed yards to break an enemy position near Sprundel.
The th slammed forward Oct. The breakthrough was forced mainly through the work of Capt. Dar Nelson,
Laramie, Wyo. Moving far forward to an exposed position, the captain directed artillery fire so effectively that
the enemy was forced to pull out. The battalion then advanced yards beyond the canal. A grim-faced enemy
waited along the Breda-Roosendahl road but the th broke through after mined approaches were cleared. Angry
counter-attacks and aroused artillery made reinforcement of assault forces too perilous, so Corps ordered a
withdrawal. A crackling wall of fire on the north shore cut off two officers and 65 men from Cos. A and B
with no weapons other than their rifles. Here began one of the gallant stands of this or any other war. Three
days later, Staanddarbuiten literally was blasted to rubble by a stunning, earthquaking artillery concentration
which lasted an hour. Then, at on Nov. One of the most difficult of military maneuvers had been achieved
with the smoothest precision; it was an accomplishment worthy of the best troops: The courageous band of
isolated men under Lts. The men had subsisted on turnips and beets, had treated their own wounded, had
killed many enemy, had refused to quit. Ferguson, Downers Grove, Ill. By the next day, the th Engrs. Three
Germans who directed the fire from the abutment of the old bridge were ferreted out. This explained repeated
hits that caused constant reconstruction. Attacking by night, by day, but always attacking, Timberwolves
crossed dike after dike, flooded field after flooded field, took town after town. Second and 3rd Bns. Patrols of
1st Bn. These patrols were the first Allied troops to reach this river. The division was assigned the mission of
taking the town in conjunction with the Polish 1st Armored Division, which had been operating on its right.
When orders arrived the same day shifting Timberwolves to the Aachen vicinity where they were to become a
part of First Army, 2nd Bn. Moving from man to man, he administered first aid while under constant fire.
Later, he supervised evacuation of 21 wounded. His devotion to duty exemplifies the actions which have
earned aid men the respect of the doughs. Just before the Timberwolves retired from the "Battle of the Dikes,"
which helped to free Antwerp, Lt. Montgomery, 21st Army Group Commander: Now that the operations
designed to give us the free use of the port of Antwerp are nearly completed, I want to express The operations
were conducted under the most appalling conditions of ground â€” and water â€” and the advantage in these
respects favored the enemy. But in spite of great difficulties you slowly and relentlessly wore down enemy
resistance, drove him back, and captured great numbers of prisoners. It has been a fine performance and one
that could have been carried out only by first class troops. The Canadian Army is composed of troops from
many different nations and countries. But the way in which you have all pulled together, and operated as one
fighting machine, has been an inspiration to us all Infantry Division while under this command. I realize that it
is not easy for a division to have its introduction to battle in an ,Army other than its own. Nevertheless, once
the Timberwolves got their teeth into the Boche, they showed great dash, and British and Canadian troops on
their flanks expressed the greatest admiration for their courage and enthusiasm. During the time the th
Division has served in the First Canadian Army, relations have been most cordial and we have received the
utmost cooperation from General Allen, his Staff and all commanders. I am sorry that they are leaving us and
feel sure that when they again meet the Boche "All hell cannot stop the Timberwolves. Hodges, First Army
Commander, in commending the division, wrote: I am very pleased to learn of the high esteem in which both
the British and Canadian troops hold your Division, and am confident that it will continue to maintain the high
standard of battle conduct it has established.
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In planning for the main drive to the Roer, General Simpson and his corps commanders focused their attention on the
river at Juelich and a few miles downstream at Linnich. From the bridgehead through the West Wall some nine miles
wide and as much as six miles deep the XIX Corps was to attack on D Day.
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